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developed by techland in poland, the dying light series has sold over 2.5 million units of its three games since the first title was released in may 2015. each of these three games
follow the same game mechanics and so even though the plot may be diverse, the gameplay is very similar. first up is the original dying light, which told the tale of an apocalyptic
city, where the player character became a survivor in a world ravaged by a deadly disease. the second game was a standalone expansion, the hunting grounds, where the city was

overrun by an army of the undead and fighting off zombies became commonplace. dying light is a first-person, action survival game set in a vast open world. roam a city
devastated by a mysterious epidemic, scavenging for supplies and crafting weapons to help defeat the hordes of flesh-hungry enemies the plague has created. at night, beware the
infected as they grow in strength and even more lethal nocturnal predators leave their nests to feed on their prey. watch out for the huge special infected, that are able to spit acid.

these infected have three forms, each being quicker, stronger, and has more health than their usual counterparts, requiring different tactics. dying light is a first-person, action
survival game set in a vast open world. roam a city devastated by a mysterious epidemic, scavenging for supplies and crafting weapons to help defeat the hordes of flesh-hungry

enemies the plague has created. at night, beware the infected as they grow in strength and even more lethal nocturnal predators leave their nests to feed on their prey. watch out
for the huge special infected, that are able to spit acid. these infected have three forms, each being quicker, stronger, and has more health than their usual counterparts, requiring

different tactics.
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it is indeed a good time to grab dying light: the following for a low price. if you already own dying
light, you can get the latest edition of the game at 70% off which makes it only 11.99 (a $17.99

offer). if you're keen on those limited-time deals, they're just a short scroll down on gog's main page
right now. with the sequel finally earning a release date for this december, it might be a good time to

take on dying light and a handful of its dlcs which are bundled up at 70% off (11.99/$17.99). dying
light: the following takes parkour-fueled zombie survival to a whole new level. enjoy the definitive

dying light experience with the brand-new legend system, improved visuals, major gameplay
enhancements, and more. if you’re looking for a fantastic deal on a game that’s worth your time and
money, you’ve come to the right place. our price tracking system will save you time by scanning all
the best daily deals and send you emails when a match is found. create a price alert and you’ll be

notified the second dying light enhanced edition matches your price.for the best offers, we
recommend that you create an account and check your inbox regularly. we will send you a daily
update of the latest deals and the best bargains. dying light enhanced edition is now available at
gog. dying light: enhanced edition is all you need to start your adventure in the post-apocalyptic
world ruled by zombies. featuring an expansion with the buggyyour new ride, an additional game
mode, two extra quarantine zones, and two bundles, it takes the gameplay experience to a brand

new level. 5ec8ef588b
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